C Floating Point Study Group Teleconference

July 11, 2013
9 AM PDT / 12 PM EDT

Phone: 1-866-682-4770 (toll free) or 1-408-774-4073
Conf Code: 8620908
Security Code: 1234
Wiki: http://wiki.edg.com/twiki/bin/login/CFP/WebHome

Draft Agenda

Meeting logistics
   Note taker, mail out notes - TBD

Introduction of attendees

Approval of agenda

Notes from 2013-06-13 meeting

Action items from 2013-06-13 meeting
   Mike: Check what 754 says and provide a recommendation for INF, (S)NAN for quantum
   Jim: Add the quantum function after renaming quantexp to iquantexp. Jim to try wording this suggestion
   Jim: Redo the document (applies to part 2 and 3) with the unsigned char arrays for encodings, implementation defined bit/byte mappings, each array element will have 8 bits of the encoding regardless of the array element size.
   All: Once the draft update to n1722 is sent, this is the review section assignments:
      Intro: David
      Clauses 1-5 + Bibliography: Fred
      Clauses 6, 7: Marius
      Clauses 8, 9: Ian, Mike
      Clauses 10, 11: Ian
      Clauses 12, 12.1, 12.2: Fred
      Clauses 12.3: David
      Clauses 12.4, 12.4.1, 12.4.2: Mike, Marius, Jim
      Clauses 12.5-12.7: Fred
      Clauses 12.8: Jim

Study group logistics
   Next meeting date: Thursday, Aug 8?

Part 1 status
Part 2 review
  Comments from teleconf attendees
  Accumulating changes from Parts 1-5

Part 3
  Discuss “reset” on binding for interchange formats

Wrap up
  Topics for next meeting